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UNSAFE HARBORS:
The Problem with Unsafe Immunity Proposals
The public believes that immunizing unsafe businesses and industries from legal accountability
would jeopardize the health and safety of workers, consumers, and everyone who enters those
workplaces.1 Legal immunity would be extremely damaging to the nation’s economic recovery.
However, some are suggesting that compliance with government-issued “guidelines” covering
workers and consumers should confer immunity on businesses – even if such guidelines relieve
unsafe businesses of their responsibility to protect the public. These proposals – sometimes
called “safe harbors” – would endanger public health and safety, are completely unnecessary
under current law, and would upend public health flexibility, which many states are trying to
preserve.

The federal government’s pandemic guidelines have already been infected by politics
and will lead to new workplace dangers, particularly if allowed to immunize unsafe
businesses.

1

•

The Trump Administration has rejected and blocked publication of Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) health and safety reopening guidelines as “overly
prescriptive” and is now pursuing reopening guidelines “against the advice of public
health experts.”2 Such guidelines, based on political and not scientific considerations,
have no place operating as legal health and safety standards.

•

As evidenced by current loose policies from both the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA)3 and the CDC,4 rejection of stronger CDC recommendations
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noted above, and the recent Executive Order on disease-ridden meat processing plants,5 it
seems apparent that strong, mandatory safety rules will not be forthcoming from this
Administration. Therefore, it will likely be conferring immunity on businesses that follow
only vague suggestions, or those who say they “tried” to comply with a standard instead
of actually making a workplace safe. Immunity for such practices would basically give
blanket immunity for doing little or nothing to protect workplaces.
•

The promise of immunity will create perverse incentives for businesses to follow
guidelines even if they are outdated or obsolete, making businesses less safe. It will
disrupt incentives under current law, which establishes a business’s duty to simply take
reasonable steps and exercise reasonable care to operate safely.6

•

It is fundamentally unfair to workers and consumers to have their cases judged by
liability standards written by agencies and individuals whose intent is to immunize an
industry or business, a policy the Trump Administration has said on numerous occasions
that it aims to implement.7

Guidelines should never be used as legal standards in a court case because, in
addition to being biased and weak, they can be contradictory and confusing.
•

It is impossible to develop a single authoritative federal policy for every situation, let
alone to trust biased and weak federal agencies to suddenly become the sole arbiter of
acceptable safety practice.8 While some standards may be clear and easily complied with,
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others, coming from different parts of the government, may be complicated and
contradictory. And there may be good reason for a business to vary from a guideline.
Immunity for following federal guidelines will fortify inflexibility at a time when
businesses need to be flexible.
•

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce itself argued these very points in a recent letter to
Congress, saying that a “one-size-fits-all regulatory approach is simply impossible when
talking about adapting safety measures for every workplace in America. This approach
will prevent businesses from making the appropriate adaptations necessary to ensure that
their workplaces are as safe as possible. A heavy-handed regulatory approach will make
it more difficult for safety measures to be quickly adjusted to reflect the changing reality
of combatting the coronavirus.”9

Current state law standards have developed over centuries to deal with these kinds
of situations and are perfectly able to do so.
•

State law standards are already so reasonable that only in cases where a company acted
unreasonably or worse can victims succeed against a business, and where a victim can
prove a causal link between an illness and a business operation.10 Companies that choose
to operate unreasonably should not be rewarded and subsidized with immunity.

•

Every state already has a regulatory and tort litigation structure that balances laws and
regulations against legal rights, including how much weight to attach to breach of laws
and regulations in a case (i.e., “regulatory defense”). In light of these well-established
systems, some states are establishing flexible COVID-19 guidelines, while others are
choosing more rigid rules. If federal guidelines are allowed to suddenly override all of
these laws in all 50 states, it will not only usurp a state’s right to decide what is best for it
but also upset the careful legal balance that each state has already crafted for protecting
public health and safety. This will cause even more disruption and chaos in states – the
very last thing they need right now.
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